
SEMINARS 2017



In his day Vidal Sassoon revolutionized 

the practice of cutting hair. Inspired by 

the successors of Bauhaus in America he 

created such legendary haircuts as the 

bob (1963) and the 5-point cut (1964). 

These established for the first time a 

relationship between the geometrical 

form of the cut and the individual shape 

of the face.



PHILOSOPHY

It was always Vidal Sassoon’s desire to share his knowledge. Consequently an 

education and training concept has been developed to enable interested stylists 

to improve their skills and trigger their creativity.

Quality, precision and perfection in cutting hair form the foundation of  

Sassoon’s philosophy. The precise cutting techniques create easy-to-handle hair 

styles in the spirit of “Wash and Wear” which enthuse customers world-wide.

Learning and repeating the basic techniques form an essential part of how  

to cut hair in the Sassoon tradition. Doing this sharpens your awareness for 

detail, perfection and aesthestics.

Learning and practising these techniques will help you to develop your  

individual creativity and craftsmanship.



SEMINARS 

Learning the basics and constantly developing and improving your skills also 

form the foundation for the concept of the Sassoon Academy’s courses and 

seminars.

“ABC” and “ABC Men” teach the basic techniques and is a prerequisite for  

all further steps of development.

The “Salon Creative and Salon Collection” draws its inspiration from the  

latest collection and focuses on combining the basic techniques to achieve  

the optimum look for your customer. 

Finally, “Academy Collection” shows the latest developments in hair fashion, 

inspired by the latest collection.

The “basics of working with foil” conveys a high accuracy of your techniques, 

in order to use foil in a multitude of applications and to perfectly place it.

We encourage students to revisit courses in order to further improve their skills 

by integrating newly acquired experiences from their own salon work.



Seminars take place in our German salons. 

Our trainers apply the same techniques in 

these seminars as for the in-house education 

of Sassoon employees.

Presentations and demonstrations are held 

in German, however our trainers can also 

teach the practical sessions in English.  

We also offer customised seminars in other 

languages. For further information see the 

dedicated chapter.

You can find our salons in:

BERLIN 

DUSSELDORF 

FRANKFURT 

HAMBURG 

MUNICH



LOOK & LEARN 

Our Look & Learn option lasts 3.5 hours and is available for a limited  

number of participants on each of our courses. This consists of powerpoint/

video presentations and demonstrations on models. 

Look & Learn offers the opportunity for refreshing seminars visited earlier – 

basics and techniques are conveyed without the need for participating in the 

practical part. 

Or they enable you to simply take a look at the current trends of the latest 

collections. Look & Learn, therefore, is available as an option for all seminars:

ABC

ABC MEN

SALON CREATIVE AND SALON COLLECTION

ACADEMY COLLECTION

COLOUR TECHNOLOGY: BASICS OF WORKING WITH FOIL

 

PRICE 

1 day: € 175,— plus VAT 

When booking 2 Look & Learn: €160,— each plus VAT 

When booking 3 Look & Learn: €145,— each plus VAT 

When booking 4 Look & Learn: €130,— each plus VAT





ABC DATES
BERLIN | 

10 APRIL 

07 AUGUST

DÜSSELDORF | 

13 FEBRUARY 

19 JUNE 

18 SEPTEMBER

FRANKFURT | 

29 MAY 

28 AUGUST

HAMBURG | 

27 FEBRUARY 

21 AUGUST

MUNICH | 

13 FEBRUARY 

29 MAY 

21 AUGUST



ABC

This course introduces you to the original Sassoon basic  

techniques - the absolute foundation of all hair cuts.

In the morning the „Wash and Wear“ philosophy is  

introduced followed by a presentation illustrating the ABC concept. 

Subsequently the classical techniques are demonstrated on models.  

In the afternoon you will put the theory into practice in hands-on  

work sessions.

PRICE 

1 day: € 265,— plus VAT





ABC MEN

The course teaches the new ABC concept for men.

The day covers presentations introducing you to both the ABC Men Concept 

and Barbering, followed by demonstrations of Sassoon’s barbering and creative 

techniques on models. In the afternoon you will practice the newly acquired 

knowledge in hands-on work sessions.

PRICE 

1 day: € 265,— plus VAT

ABC MEN DATES
BERLIN | 25 SEPTEMBER

DÜSSELDORF | 14 AUGUST

FRANKFURT | 08 MAY

MUNICH | 24 JULY



SPRING SUMMER 2017
BERLIN | 13 MARCH

DÜSSELDORF | 08 MAY

FRANKFURT | 12 JUNE

HAMBURG | 08 MAY

MUNICH | 22 MAY

AUTUMN WINTER 2017
BERLIN | 20 NOVEMBER

DÜSSELDORF | 20 NOVEMBER

FRANKFURT | 27 NOVEMBER

HAMBURG | 27 NOVEMBER

MUNICH | 27 NOVEMBER

 

SALON CREATIVE
AND SALON COLLECTION

This course includes presentation of the Sassoon Salon Collection and deve-

loping creative cutting techniques for individual, customer-oriented looks.

The current Salon Collections is presented in the morning. In the following 

demonstration on models you will observe how to creatively work in a salon. 

The afternoon offers the opportunity to use the newly acquired theoretical 

knowledge in a hands-on environment.

PRICE 

1 day: € 295,— plus VAT





ACADEMY COLLECTION

In this course you will learn how to realise and interpret the current Academy 

Collection, both cutting and colouring. Basic knowledge of ABC is required.

The morning starts with the presentation of the current Academy Collection 

and its inspirations. Subsequently the creative cut and colour are demon-

trated on models. In the afternoon participants have the opportunity to 

apply these techniques in a practical work session.

PRICE 

1 day: € 295,— plus VAT



SPRING SUMMER 2017
BERLIN | 20 MARCH

DÜSSELDORF | 20 MARCH

FRANKFURT | 13 MARCH

HAMBURG | 13 MARCH

MUNICH | 13 MARCH

AUTUMN WINTER 2017
BERLIN | 23 OCTOBER 

DÜSSELDORF | 23 OCTOBER 

FRANKFURT | 06 NOVEMBER

HAMBURG | 30 OCTOBER 

MUNICH | 13 NOVEMBER

 





COLOUR TECHNOLOGY:  
BASICS OF WORKING WITH FOIL

This course conveys the basics of working with foil for highlights and slices.

A powerpoint presentation is given in the morning, explaining the theoretical 

foundation such as folding, different types of highlighting, weaving technique 

and much more. Subsequently these techniques are demonstrated on models. 

Practical exercises of your own for implementing the techniques follow in the 

afternoon.

PRICE 

1 day: € 265,— plus VAT

DATES
FRANKFURT | 17 JULY 

HAMBURG | 25 SEPTEMBER



Please book your course in writing. Payment is due three weeks prior to 

start of course. Ask for a registration form from your salon of choice or 

download it from our website:

WWW.SASSOON-SALON.DE/ACADEMY 

C ANCELL ATION FEES

In case of cancellation we reserve the right to charge cancellation/ 

handling fees as follows:

■	 Two weeks or more prior to start date: 50% of course fee

■	 Between one and two weeks prior to start date: 75% of course fee

■	 In case of cancellation less than one week prior to start date  

 the total amount is due 

Cancellation fees will not apply if you nominate a participant to take your 

place. Last updated 11.2015

BOOKING



For private groups we offer tailor-made courses from our existing  

components to meet your particular needs. These customised courses can 

be held in any language. In the past we have worked with English, Greek, 

Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Turkish groups. Please note that 

translators are necessary, if required, we can source locally. 

Please contact your salon of choice directly and we will submit you  

an individual offer.

CUSTOMISED TRAINING  
IN YOUR OWN LANGUAGE



BEUY

201 RED BARBER € 12,— € 10,20 

107 BLUE € 8,50 € 7,23 

105 RED € 8,50 € 7,23 

101 BLACK € 8,50 € 7,23

YS PARK (OHNE ABB.)

COMB € 19,— € 16,15  

TRANSPARENT COMB € 20,— € 17,— 

IONIC BRUSH € 30,— € 25,50 

NECK FITTER € 45,50 € 38,68 

VESS 

VENT BRUSH SMALL € 12,50 € 10,63 

VENT BRUSH LARGE € 15,50 € 13,18 

BRUSH CERAMIC 7 ROW € 27,50 € 23,38 

BRUSH CERAMIC 9 ROW € 31,50 € 26,78

 

DENMAN

SMALL (5 ROW) € 12,50 € 10,63 

MEDIUM (7 ROW) € 15,50 € 13,18 

LARGE (9 ROW) € 19,— € 16,15 

PADDLE BRUSH SMALL € 18,— € 15,30 

PADDLE BRUSH LARGE € 22,— € 18,70 

 

EQUIPMENT BAG 

NYLON € 44,— € 37,40

 WASH BAG (OHNE ABB.)

LEDER € 68,— €57,80

SCISSOR CASE 

NYLON € 38,— € 32,30 

LEDER € 58,— €49,30

TOOL ROLL (OHNE ABB.) 

LEDER € 90,— € 76,50

SCISSOR HOLSTER

LEDER €50,— € 42,50

BLADE PROTECTOR (OHNE ABB.)  

LEDER € 15,50 € 13,18

ACCESSOIRES,  DVDS & BOOKS



Sassoon Professional Partner Salons Partner Salons  

are granted a discount of 15%, which is indicated in  grey.

You find the order form online at  

www.sassoon-salon.de/academy

Prices include VAT and are subject to change, last updated 11.2016. 

ACADEMY COLLECTION DVD 

KIDHOOD € 90,— €76,50 

ANDROGYNE € 90,— €76,50 

THE GROUP € 85,— €72,25 

NU POP € 70,— €59,50 

PRAIRIE € 70,— €59,50 

THE DANDIES € 70,— €59,50 

THE MUSES € 65,— € 55,25

VIDAL SASSOON THE MOVIE (OHNE ABB.)

DVD  € 19,50 € 16,58 

 

ABC – CUTTING HAIR THE SASSOON WAY

DVD SERIES € 210,— € 178,50 

BOOK € 85,— € 72,25

ABC – COLOURING HAIR THE SASSOON WAY

DVD SERIES € 210,— € 178,50 

BOOK € 85,— € 72,25

ABC MEN –  
CUTTING HAIR THE SASSOON WAY

DVD SERIE € 210,— € 178,50 

BOOK € 85,— € 72,25



BERLIN
SCHLÜTERSTRASSE 38, D-10629 BERLIN 

PHONE: +49 (0) 30 88 45 000 | FAX: +49 (0) 30 88 45 0088 

E-MAIL: BERLIN@VIDALSASSOON-SALONS.DE 

DUSSELDORF
KÖ-CENTER, KÖNIGSALLEE 30, D-40212 DUSSELDORF 

PHONE: +49 (0) 211 1793030 | FAX: +49 (0) 211 17930399 

E-MAIL: DUESSELDORF@VIDALSASSOON-SALONS.DE 

FR ANKFURT
KAISERHOFSTRASSE 16, D-60313 FRANKFURT  

PHONE: +49 (0) 69 29 70 400 | FAX: +49 (0) 69 29 70 4070 

E-MAIL: FRANKFURT@VIDALSASSOON-SALONS.DE 

HAMBURG
NEUER WALL 31, D-20354 HAMBURG  

PHONE: +49 (0) 40 36 14 1111 | FAX: +49 (0) 40 36 14 1136 

E-MAIL: HAMBURG@VIDALSASSOON-SALONS.DE

MUNICH
ODEONSPLATZ 8–10, D-80539 MUNICH  

PHONE: +49 (0) 89 24 21 280 | FAX: +49 (0) 89 29 13 129 

E-MAIL: MUENCHEN@VIDALSASSOON-SALONS.DE

WWW.SASSOON-SALON.DE/ACADEMY 




